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MONTHLY SCHOOL REPORT – SEPTEMBER 2021 

 

ACTIVITIES  

 

Date  : 02 September 2021 

Event  :  Resumption of Online Classes 

Classes  : IX and XII 

 

Details  :  Our school resumed conducting offline classes from September 2, 2021 in a 

phased manner for the students of classes IX to XII strictly adhering to the safety and social distancing 

guidelines.  

 

The classes were conducted in a hybrid pattern.  The students enjoyed their learning in offline classes 

as they found it more comprehensive and interesting to interact and they seemed much satisfied as they  

could now clear their doubts very effectively. 

 

School Reporting Schedule for Classes IX to XII. 

Roll no 1 to 20 to report on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 

Roll no 21 onwards to report on Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. 

 

Date  :  02 – 05 September 2021 

Event  :  COMFEST 2021 

Organizer : Seth Anandram Jaipuria School 

For Classes : IX to XII 

Winners :          i.    Akshat Agarwal secured the 1st position in ‘Spell it Right’ and 

                   3rd position in ‘Quizart’,  

ii.  Jayash Naithani secured 2nd position in ‘Virtual Dub!’ 

 

Details  :  COMFEST 2021, the Techno-Cultural Festival was held virtually in which our 

students participated whole heartedly. It was a 3-day fest that witnessed participation from more than 

35 schools with over 400 participants internationally. It had 32 diverse events that tested a multitude 

of the participants' skills, be it mental aptitude, literary prowess, technical proficiency, or creative 

expertise: on the showcase are the best contemporary practices in these fields. The array of events 

included Crack the code, Vid-Ed, Athletic arithmetic, Spell it right, Quizart, Virtual Dub, and many 

more. A team of 14 students participated from SPSEC, and bagged prizes in various events. Akshat 

Agarwal secured the 1st position in ‘Spell it Right’ and 3rd position in ‘Quizart’, and Jayash Naithani 

secured 2nd position in ‘Virtual Dub!’ 

 

Date  : 03 September 2021 

Event  :  Paragraph Writing on ‘The Famous Places of Freedom Struggle’ 

Classes : I – V 

  

Details  : To imbibe the cultural ethos and enhance the writing skills of the students, our 

school had organized a Paragraph Writing activity for Classes I-V on the Topic- ‘The Famous Places 

of Freedom Struggle’. The students were encouraged to research about the topic and then express their 

opinions and facts. The activity heightened their knowledge of history and pride in the heroic deeds of 

the freedom fighters of their nation. The students were also motivated to decorate their projects 

creatively and upload the same on the Google classroom. 



 

Date  : 03 September 2021 

Event  :  Webinar - Career After XII 

Organized by : National Education Organization 

Key speaker : Dr. Navpreet Singh, Chief Engineer at IIT Kanpur, 

 

Details  : To help our students resolve the dilemma regarding career choices and to obtain 

information about scholarships available in India and abroad, a webinar was organised by National 

Education Organization on Zoom virtual platform on 3rd September 2021 where three students and 

one Senior Teacher of our school took part. The key speaker of the webinar was Dr. Navpreet Singh, 

Chief Engineer at IIT Kanpur, who enlightened the attendees with his wonderful suggestions. He 

forbade JEE, NEET aspirants to be more focused on practice and performance and not to waste their 

time on web series or online games like PUBG etc. Dr. Singh also advised the students especially not 

to waste much time on such questions of which they don’t have a fast solution. The Curator Mr. 

Bhaskar Ganti, a renowned Educationist encouraged the students with the phrase ‘Failure is not the 

end’. Mr. Ganti mentioned that the young have ideas and elders have wisdom and a student must blend 

both elements to secure definite success in life. Students of various schools put forth their queries and 

received satisfactory guidance and suggestions from the key speaker. Mr. Balwinder Singh, the City 

Coordinator CBSE proposed the vote of thanks to all dignitaries, teachers and students for their support 

and cooperation to make the event a great success. 

 

Date  : 04 September 2021 

Event   :  Special Assembly - Teacher’s Day  

Classes : I – VIII   

 

Details  :  Our school marked Teacher's Day with an exuberant virtual assembly well 

participated by teachers and students. The day started with a routine assembly which included an 

auspicious shloka and thought of the day. This was followed by elucidating students about Sir 

Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan, a pioneering professor, whose birthday marks the Teacher’s Day. The role 

of a teacher in a student’s life is beyond the classroom, well into the future. A presentation of evincing 

this fact was displayed for students and a self-composed poem by a student expressed this in her own 

invigorating syllables. The special assembly was concluded by a video reminiscing the pre-pandemic 

teaching methods to the post-pandemic teaching methods.   

 

Date  : 06 September 2021 

Event  : Felicitation Ceremony 

Organizer  : Rotary Club of Kanpur North 

Venue  : D.A.V. (P.G.) College, Kanpur 

 

Details  :  The Rotary Club of Kanpur, North on the occasion of Teacher’s Day honoured 

and felicitated Ms. Vibha Dwivedi, Head of English Department with 'NATION BUILDERS 

AWARD' for her conscientious working, devising the cloistered treasure in young learners and shaping 

them to become the phenomenal nation builders. The Rotarian, Mr. D.C Shukla, Immediate Past 

District Governor (IPDG) was the chief guest of the event. The aim of the programme was to project 

the teachers in the limelight so that the youth recognise their untiring efforts, honour the intelligence, 

and respect the diligence of the teachers towards the community. 

 

Date   :  08 September 2021 

Event   : Poster Making Activity 

Classes : VI to VIII 

 

Details  :  Our school had conducted a Poster Making Activity for the students of Classes 

VI-VIII as per the guidelines from the CBSE. The students were asked to make poster on the theme 

‘Freedom Fighters’. They were free to use any medium on A4 sheet. The activity was to be uploaded 

in the Google Classroom from 8th September, 2021to 11th September 2021. The students participated 



in the same enthusiastically and they beautifully portrayed their love for the Freedom Fighters. They 

also showcased their awareness about their sacrifice for the nation through their creativity. 

 

Date   :  09 September 2021 

Event   :  Bird Nest Making Competition  

Organizers : FICCI FLOW 

Guest Speaker: Mr. Rohit Mehra (IRS) 

 

Details  :  FICCI FLO in coordination with schools on promoting 'Green Habits' organized 

a talk show by IRS Rohit Mehra, the 'Green Man of India' on 28th August,2021. Mr. Mehra has created 

105 mini forests on the principle of ‘Vraksh Ayurveda’. The Guest Speaker focused on various 

devastating issues where humans are generally least bothered about wastage of water, pollution, rising 

temperature, desertification, and barren lands. He also suggested various measures to save good water. 

The speaker made the audience take the pledge to maintain an eco-lifestyle.  Ms. Geetanjali, the 

member FLO-Kanpur encouraged the green ambassadors to build bird nests by using waste materials. 

A demonstration on BIRD NEST BUILDING was also given. After completing successfully, the 

second step of raising 'Green Ambassadors' in the city. FICCI FLO Green Club organized 'A Bird Nest 

Making Competition for Children. Various schools participated in the competition. Thirteen children 

of our school participated in the competition. Each participant made Power Point Presentation using 

their skills and creativity. The results of the competition are as follows – 

 

First Position   - Krishna Goyal  - VIII – B 

Second Position - Anshika Gupta - VI - E  

 

Date  : 10 September 2021  

Event  : Incredible Ones-Grandparents’ Day Celebration 

Classes : Root, Bud, and Bloom 

Platform : Google Meet 

 

Details  :  With a strong belief in the overall and holistic development of the child, our 

school continues to instill values even in these unprecedented times through the means of virtual 

gatherings. One such ceremonial occasion was organized on Friday, September 10, 2021. The day was 

filled with oodles of blessings, happy faces, excitement, and cheer as the budding stars of SPSEC 

displayed their love and affection for their grandparents. The grandparents of the tiny tots of Pre-

School classes, were invited virtually to spend some wonderful time with their grandchildren, who 

joined the classes of their beloved grandchildren.  The zealous tiny tots presented a vibrant and colorful 

show expressing themselves by showcasing their activities and talking about numerous things that 

their grandparents have taught them. The children and their grandparents felt exhilarated in sharing 

their stories and experiences together. A few of them enlivened the atmosphere with rhymes, songs, 

and even Bhajans and Dohas. The bond between the children and their grandparents was palpable 

while they were engrossed in the craft activities together. 

 

Date   : 10 September 2021 

Event  :  A Get Together of all Staff Members 

Time  :  11:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. (in different time slots) 

Venue  : School Library  

 

Details  :  A small get together of SPSEC family was organized in three time slots on 10th 

September, 2021 in the school premises. The main motive of the gathering was to uplift the feeling of 

togetherness and also to boost up the morale of the teachers. The principal through her speech 

appreciated the efforts of the teachers during the tough times and also encouraged them to explore 

innovative techniques and excel in all respects. The words of appreciation by the management, 

acknowledging the devotion and dedication of the teachers towards the institution motivated one and 

all. A small token of appreciation was handed over to the teachers in the end. 

 



Date   :  10 September 2021 

Event  :  134th Birth Anniversary Celebration of Bharat Ratna Shri Govind Ballabh Pant  

Venue   :  Foundation Block  

 

Details  :  According to CBSE guidelines, under the series of Amrit Mahotsav and Chauri-

Chaura Centenary Celebrations of Independence, the birth anniversary of Shri Govind Ballabh Pant 

was celebrated on September 10, 2021, in the Foundation Block. The Principal, Staff and Students 

paid floral tributes to the freedom fighter and the First Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh. Pant ji was 

fondly remembered on his 134th Birth Anniversary. The noble thoughts of the profound personality 

that have given strength to millions across the world were shared. He was no doubt, a stalwart who 

lived for others and always endeavoured to make our world a better place. 

 

Date  : 11 September 2021 

Event  : KSS Extempore Competition (Classes IX-XII) 

Venue  : DPS, Kalyanpur  

Winner : Akshat Agarwal bagged First Position 

Participants :  Twenty-seven reputed CBSE schools of Kanpur 

 

Details  :  DPS, Kalyanpur had organized KSS Extempore Competition for the students of 

classes IX – XII. Euphuistic elocutionist, Akshat Agarwal, enchanted the judges by his outstanding 

oratory skills and secured 1st position. The time allotted to the speaker was two minutes for speaking 

and he was given one minute for contemplation of the topic. Akshat with his command over the 

language and being an all-rounder could astound the judges who praised his skills with great 

appreciation.  Twenty-seven reputed CBSE schools of Kanpur participated in the same. 

 

Date   : 13 - 29 September 2021 

Event  : Offline Term Tests and Half Yearly Exams 

Classes : IX to XII 

 

Details  :  Our school had organized Term Test II and III for classes IX and X respectively 

and Half Yearly Exams for classes XI and XII from 13th September to 29th September 2021.   These 

offline exams and tests were conducted to examine the objective and subjective parts of each subject 

as per the directives of CBSE. The students whose parents had given the consent for the same were 

only allowed to write their test/exam. Following all covid protocols the students were called at 

staggered timings.  The seating arrangement of each room comprised not more than 15 students. The 

students of these classes were called on different dates and at different time slots per class. The 

attendance of students in class 12 during the exam was 94% and 86% in class 10 which was indeed 

very encouraging. 

 

Date   :  14 September 2021 

Event   :  Hindi Hain Hum 

Classes  : Root, Bud, and Bloom  

 

Details  :  On the occasion of Hindi Divas, our school had organized an activity virtually 

to mark the importance of our national language for the students of preschool. Various activities were 

held for the students such as recitation competition, story narration, shloka recital etc. following the 

theme - ईमानदारी - एक जीवन शैली as a tribute to promote and propagate the use of our national language. 

The students participated in all activities with a lot of excitement and fervor. The week commenced 

with a special virtual celebration of Hindi Diwas which apprised the students that not only is Hindi 

widespread across the globe but this rich language is also the base of many words in other languages 

too. The constraints of virtual learning did not deter the educators from making this day a special one. 

Across the classes, informative videos were shared with the students to make them aware of the 

importance of the day. The students of all classes participated enthusiastically in the activities and 

made the day a huge success. 

 



Date  : 14 September 2021 

Event   : Subject Enrichment Activity  

Organiser : Rachna Sagar  

Classes : I to VIII 

 

Details  :  Our school in collaboration with Rachna Sagar had conducted activities in 

classes 1-8.  A list of activities was given in which the school had to select any one activity.  Active 

participation by the students was observed. Students of classes 1 and 2 had to adorn themselves by 

dressing up as various fruits and vegetables following which they shared their winsome photographs. 

Students of classes 3 and 4 polished their Hindi writing skills by diligently participating in Slogan 

Writing competition. Their topic was “Prevention from COVID-19”. Students of classes 5 and 6 

showed their proficient skills of drawing in the activity where they drew a picturesque jungle scenery. 

Students of classes 7 and 8 stunned everyone by their astounding slogans. Some exceptional 

performances were grately praised and became worthy of securing a rank. 

 

Results: 

  

Class First Position Second Position Third Position 

Class 1 Kashvi Seth (1E) Kushveer Singh (1D) Ayra Zain (1B) 

Class 2 Rohan Seth (2E) Amish Tandon (2C) Jasmine Kaur (2B) 

Class 3 Abhiram Tiwari (3D) Prisha Singh (3B) Atishubh Srivastava (3C) 

Class 4 Rhythm Srivastava (4A) Aadya Verma (4D) Vidhita Nigam (4B) 

Class 5 Shyla Tripathi (5B) Shreya Rajpoot (5E) Aadya Gaur (5A) 

Class 6 Anshika Gupta (6E) Suyash Sharma (6D) Kashvi Kuthari (6B) 

Class 7 Anupama Kushwaha (7A) Saksham Gupta (7D) Keshav Dwivedi (7C) 

Class 8 Shubhi Tripathi (8C) Parthivi Chauhan (8D) Sorya Tuli (8E) 

 

Date  : 17 September 2021 

Event   : Vishwakarma Pooja  

 

Details  :  Vishwakarma Puja was organized as always in the premises seeking blessings 

of Almighty, Vishwakarma. The staff joined and solemnized the puja at 11:00 a.m. Prashad was 

distributed as a custom at the end. 

 

Date  : 18 September to 1 October, 2021 

Event  :  Online Half Yearly Examination 

Classes  : I to VIII 

 

Details  :  Online Half Yearly Examination for classes I and II commenced from 20th 

September 2021 and classes III to VIII from 18th September 2021 for the current academic session. 

The subjects tested were English, Hindi, Mathematics, Science, Social Studies, Computer Science, 

French and Sanskrit. The examination was conducted virtually through Google Classroom. Before the 

commencement of examination, thorough revisions of each subject were taken during the live classes. 

Revision sheets including practice material along with videos of the syllabus topics and explanation 

of the practice material were shared on the Google Classroom. Students' doubts were also clarified. 

 

Date  : 22 September 2021 

Event   : SANKALP - SIXTH STAGE 

 

Details  :  Phase of Extension and Expansion!  The impassioned and ardent initiative is all 

about giving back to nature that has given humanity so much. The efforts put in by young Singhanians 

to reimagine, recreate and restore the nature with its treasure by becoming verifiable custodians is 

witnessed in the enthusiastic nature lovers of the school. 

 



They believe that our environment is our surrounding area and something that sustains us. Sankalp - 

our school’s initiative aims to Protect and safeguard the nature for future existence. 

 

Date  : 23 September 2021 

Event   :  CBSE Career Guidance Portal Training    Programme 

Resource Person: Ms. Parmita Sarma and Mr.  Praveen Kumar 

Attended by : Teaching Staff (Grades VI-XII) 

Platform : Webex 

 

Details  :  CBSE has collaborated with UNICEF to launch an online portal for career 

counseling for students of Grades IX- XII in all the schools affiliated to the board. A training session 

was organized by the Central Board of Secondary Education on 23rd September 2021 for teachers and 

counselors to enable them to guide their students for their better future. The hosts for the day were Ms 

Parmita Sarma and Mr. Praveen Kumar. First, the online gathering was made aware of the significance 

and essence of career guidance, systematic career guidance process and the salient features of the 

portal. The hosts also apprised the online trainees about the various available career options, courses, 

and scholarships with the various streams (subjects opted). It was also shared that a teacher will be 

selected from each school for training through digital sessions and become a counselor after which the 

teacher will guide the students on their career queries. The portal will be a great help for students 

especially for girls to gain information and choose the most appropriate career for themselves. At the 

last the teachers were asked to fill a feedback form that contained a questionnaire related to the portal, 

and how the teachers will rate the training session. A website was also shared on which we may write 

any query to get a reply. It was of course a beneficial session for creating awareness about the CBSE 

Career Portal to guide the students to make their dreams come true. 

 

Date  :  25 September 2021 

Event  : UPSC 2020 Results 

Selections :      1. Sonakshi Singh AIR 193  

2. Vaibhav Jindal 253             Alumni of our esteemed institution. 
 

Details  :  Determination, dedication and discipline found perfect allies in Sonakshi Singh 

and Vaibhav Jindal, alumni of our esteemed institution, when they secured AIR 193 and 253 

respectively in the Union Public Service Commission (Mains) 2020. Their astounding success has 

paved the path for all the future aspirants who dream to encore his achievement. As meritorious 

students, Sonakshi and Vaibhav had a knack of producing outstanding academic performances. This 

icing on the cake has brought unprecedented fame to our school. Appreciation and applause for their 

stupendous accomplishment poured in from all the quarters. The Chairperson Mrs. Manorama Govind 

Hari Ji Singhania, Vice Chairman Mr. Abhishek Singhania, Vice-Chairperson Mrs. Varsha Singhania, 

Director Mr. N. P. Agarwal Vice- Chairman Mr. Partho P Kar, and the Principal Mrs. Bhawna Gupta 

congratulated Sonakshi and Vaibhav and wished them the best for their new journey.  

 

Date   : 21 – 27 September 2021 

Event   : CBSE Board Registration 

Classes  : IX - XII  

 

Details  : The first leg of CBSE Board Registration for classes IX to XII began in the school. 

The registration forms were given away to the students of classes IX & XI to be filled in by the parents.  

All required data was to be updated by the parents. Parents of classes X and XII were asked to reach 

the school at different time slots and crosscheck the entries in LOC. Strict COVID protocol was 

followed during the PTM. The LOC of classes X and XII was sent to the CBSE a day prior to the last 

date.  

  

Date   : 26 September 2021 

Event   : 3030 Eklavya - 1st session 

Topic  : Neeraj Chopra and laws of motion 



Platform  : YouTube Live Session 

Attended by :  Science and Math Teachers 

 

Details  :  3030 Eklavya organized the first session on the topic – Neeraj Chopra and Laws 

of Motion.  Six to eight Science and Maths teachers got registered themselves at ccl.iitgn.ac.in/eklavya 

for the paid online event. The resource person was Professor Manish Jain from Center for creative 

learning, IT Gandhinagar. This event was a collaborative effort of IIT Gandhinagar and CBSE to spice 

up the monotonous curriculum. He emphasized on the fact that in the online classes during the 

pandemic, students have lost interest in studies. So, in order to bring a sparkle in the eyes of the kids 

and to add life to the online lectures, certain simple and live experiments can be conducted.  

 

He explained the first law of motion based on Galileo's experiment, presented a number of videos 

showing examples from our everyday life based on the law of inertia. He also showed a few live 

experiments to demonstrate the first law of motion. The most interesting part was when he explained 

what physics was involved in Neeraj Chopra’s victory in the Olympics. He explained that the reason 

was that the javelin was thrown approximately at an angle of 36 degrees and that was the trick to win. 

He also explained the physics behind a few facts like why rockets are usually launched in the direction 

from West to East etc. 

 

There were live questions being asked during the session, which had to be answered at the same time 

at itempool.com/ccl/live. A link was provided to submit the homework. It was marked that only after 

the homework is submitted after every session that attendance of the person will be marked and if he 

/she has applied and paid for the certificate, then only the person can receive certificate for the same. 

The next session will be based on the second and the third laws of motion.  

 

Date  : 28 – 30 September 2021 

Events  : Inter School Hindi Debate Competition 

   Inter School Hindi Elocution Competition 

   Inter School Patriotic Solo Singing Competition 

Venue   : Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Sanatan Dharma Vidyalaya 

 

Details  : On the occasion of the Golden Jubilee, Pt. Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Sanatan 

Dharma Vidyalaya had organized various events from 28th to 30th September 2021. All the events 

were conducted on offline mode. In the Inter School Hindi Debate Competition, Vatsala Bajpai and 

Harshit Singh participated and Vatsala Bajpai won the first runners-up position while in Inter School 

Hindi Elocution Competition, Akshat Agarwal (XII-H) secured the first position. He was also awarded 

with a cash prize of Rs. 5,000/- by the Chairperson for his being an all-rounder and having brought 

laurels for the school in many competitions. In the Inter School Patriotic Solo Singing Competition, 

Dia Manwani, Vidhi Gupta and Plaksha Mishra represented our school in Group A, B, and C 

respectively. Plaksha Mishra won the First Position in Group C and Dia Manwani stood second in her 

group. The Team won the Overall Champion Trophy in Inter School Patriotic Solo Singing 

Competition.  

 

Winners :   

 

S.No. Event Name of 

participant 

Position 

1 Inter School Hindi Debate 

Competition 

Vatsala Bajpai Won the first runners-up 

position 

2 Inter School Hindi Elocution 

Competition 

Akshat Agarwal  Secured the first position 

3 Inter School Patriotic Solo Singing 

Competition 

Plaksha Mishra Won the First Position in 

Group C 

4 Inter School Patriotic Solo Singing 

Competition 

Dia Manwani Won the second position 

in Group A 



5 Our School Team won the Overall Champion Trophy 
 

Date   : 29 September 2021 

Event   : Crafty Hands 

Classes : Root, Bud, and Bloom 

 

Details  : At our school, we empower our students with this powerful medium of expression. 

The kindergarten section participated in Crafty Hands activity which displayed an amalgamation of 

various material manipulations and learning of concepts on a virtual platform. The students learnt the 

art of paper craft and tried to understand few tricks on how to make different things out of paper. This 

fun filled event witnessed an enthusiastic participation by all the students. 

 

Date   : 30 September 2021 

Event   : Blog Writing Competition – September 2021 

Classes  : III – XII 

 

Details  :  Resonant bloggers of our school asserted their notions irrefutably and expressed 

themselves through the monthly Blog competition. Blog Topics for September 2021: 

 

Pool A  :  ‘If I were a teacher...’ 

Pool B  :  ‘I am growing each and every day....’ 

Pool C  :  ‘Re-opening of schools, is the right decision...’ 

 

Blog Winners for September -2021 

 

POOL A :  Arnav Mishra (Class 5) 

POOL B :  Reetika Singh (Class 6)                 

POOL C :  Shivi Singh (Class 11) 

 

Date   : 30 September 2021 

Event   : Delightified 

Classes  : I and II  

 

Details  : Our school had conducted a virtual get together “Delightified” for the students of 

Classes 1 and 2 with great zeal. It was time for kids to relax, enjoy and spend quality time with friends 

and teachers. It came up as an opportunity for our little munchkins to engage in various engrossing 

and fun-filled activities. The session began with prayer to the almighty, which was followed by some 

exciting games like Brain Boosters, Simon Says and an interactive story session. Students also took 

pleasure in building connections with their teachers and classmates which seemed to be a marvelous 

experience for them. 

 

Date    : 30 September 2021 

Event    : Workshop on Online Personal Safety  

Resource Person  : Ms. Sneha Gupta (Personality Development Coach) 

Special Guests : i.  Ms. Ritu Lord, the Chairperson of Rotary Club Kanpur Industrial  

ii. Ms. Sunanda Karwa, Former Chairperson of Rotary Club of Kanpur  

     Industrial  

 

Details   :  Our school had conducted a workshop to talk about precautions one 

needs to take care as a ‘NETIZEN’. Ms. Sneha Gupta, the Personality Development Coach was the 

Resource Person of the workshop. Ms. Ritu Lord, the Chairperson of Rotary Club Kanpur Industrial 

was invited as the Special Guest and Ms. Sunanda Karwa, Former Chairperson of Rotary Club of 

Kanpur Industrial chaired as the Guest of Honor. The resource person talked about the precautions 

taken while using online platform such as Online chat, social networking apps, Negativity of social 

media causing anxiety and Cyber bullying. The enriching and augmenting session rendered to the 



young Singhanians was worth learning. The intriguing and informative session highlighted that being 

safe online emphasizes on protecting ourselves and others from the risks that may jeopardize the 

personal information which may even lead to affect our mental health and well-being. 

 

Bhawna Gupta 

Principal 


